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MARINE CORPS ORDER 8010.1E

From:   Commandant of the Marine Corps
To:     Distribution List

Subj:   CLASS V(W) PLANNING FACTORS FOR FLEET MARINE FORCE COMBAT
        OPERATIONS

Ref:    (a) Marine Corps Ground Ammunition War Materiel
            Requirement (WMR) Determination (1995-1996) Study
            Final Report (NOTAL)
        (b) MCO P4400.39G (NOTAL)
        (c) FMFM 4-1
        (d) FM 9-6
        (e) FM 9-13

Encl:   (1) Explanation of the Scenario-Base Combat Planning
            Factors Tables
        (2) Infantry-Heavy Threat Combat Planning Factors Table
        (3) Armor-Heavy Threat Combat Planning Factors Table
        (4) Composite Combat Planning Factors Table
        (5) Combat Planning Factors for Special Operations

        (6) Artillery Ancillary Items

1.  Purpose.  To promulgate Class V(W) combat planning factors (CPF’s) to
support Fleet Marine Force (FMF) combat operations.

2.  Cancellation.  MCO 8010.lD.

3.  Background.  Reference (a) reports the results of the Marine Corps Class
V(W) WMR Study (1995-1996).  Reference (b) establishes Marine Corps policy
governing requirements determination, acquisition, management, and 
distribution
of war reserve materiel.  References (c), (d) and (e) provide logistical
doctrine and associated tactics, techniques, and procedures for
Class V(W) support during combat operations.

4.  Planning Factors.  Factors to be used during initial planning for combat
operations are explained in enclosure (1) and shown in enclosures (2) through
(5).

     a.  CPF’s reflect the anticipated expenditure of ground ammunition over
designated time periods of combat operations.  These rates represent the
unconstrained requirement.  Unconstrained requirements are based on approved
force structure, weapon mix, anticipated duration of combat, and the
anticipated intensity of conflict.  Once Version 2.1 of the Ammunition
Prepositioning and Planning System (APPS) is fielded, the APPS
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can be used in conjunction with MAGTF II to determine Class V(W) requirements
for operational plans.

    b.  CPF’s shown in the enclosures were derived from the Class V(W) WMR 
Study
1995-1996 (reference (a)).  Two Major Regional Contingencies (MRC), derived
from the Defense Planning Guidance Illustrative Planning Scenarios (DPG IPS)
developed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, were modeled during the study update.
Separate factors developed for each contingency, as outlined in enclosures (2)
and (3), reflect Marine Corps units in combat against infantry-heavy and 
armor-heavy major ground forces in mid-intensity conflict.  In addition, 
enclosure (4)
provides a composite CPF of the two MRC’s modeled, for use when the type of
conflict is not well defined.  The Composite CPF is an average of the CPF’s of
the two modeled scenarios, weighted by the densities of the weapons in the
scenarios and by the durations of the scenarios.  More detailed descriptions 
of the scenarios and threats modeled are contained in enclosure (1).  Factors 
for items for which the requirements are unaffected by the particular scenario 
are included in enclosure (1).  Enclosure (5) includes CPF’s for special 
operations by Marine Expeditionary Units (Special Operations Capable) 
(MEU(SOC)).  The data in enclosure (5) is a compilation of the MEU(SOC) 
requirements derived from the tables in enclosures (2), (3), and (4).  
Enclosure (5) is not additive to the other enclosures.  Enclosure (6) displays 
the specific artillery ancillary item multipliers by Department of Defense 
Identification Code (DODIC).

    c.  The separate factors developed, based on either an infantry-heavy or 
an armor-heavy threat, will give Force Commanders the ability to more 
accurately match ammunition requirements to specific threats.  This ability, 
in turn, will assist in determining the most effective use of limited 
amphibious lift and transportation resources.

5.  War Reserve.  Chapter 6 of reference (b) deals specifically with Class 
V(W) war reserve policy.  Marine Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC) 
calculates the Class V(W) War Reserve Munitions Requirement using the 
Infantry-Heavy Threat and Armor-Heavy Threat rates in enclosures (2) and (3).

6.  Marine Ammunition Requirements Support Order (MARSO).  Commander, Marine
Corps Systems Command (COMMARCORSYSCOM), Ammunitions Directorate (AM)
appportions a "starter stock" of ammunition to be prepositioned by each Marine
Expeditionary Force (MEF) to support operational planning.  Marine Forces
Reserve (MARFORRES) is apportioned distinct war reserve stocks to support such
planning which is controlled by COMMARCORSYSCOM (AM).  This  starter stock is
based on current personnel strengths, weapon densities, and the Composite 
CPF’s in enclosure (4).  MEF commanders spreadload their starter stock 
apportionments between supporting lift capabilities to develop the 
prepositioning objectives. Additionally, COMMARCORSYSCOM (AM) calculates a 
"swing stock" of ammunition prepositioned to support the FMF,
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above and beyond the starter stock apportionment.  COMMARCORSYSCOM (AM) then
promulgates the prepositioning objectives for each MEF by publishing the
Apportioned War Reserve (AWR) MARSO.

     a.  COMMARCORSYSCOM (AM), in coordination with the Commanding General,
MCCDC (0465), calculates and promulgates Available Supply Rates (ASR), as
required, when specific inventory resources are insufficient to support the
Total Munition Requirements (TMR).  Shortages can be caused by budgetary
constraints, limitations of the production base or rework facilities, or other
restrictions.  ASR rates may also be imposed when current starter stock
requirements exceed newly issued War Reserve requirements.  ASR’s are
promulgated as percentages of the allocated quantities.  The ASR message
includes the identification of suitable substitutes for preferred items.

     b.  Force Commanders may redistribute available resources between their
supporting lift capabilities as necessary, but may not exceed the total 
quantity
apportioned as supportable in the AWR MARSO.  If a MEF’s total operational
requirement exceeds its apportioned quantity, the MEF commander may request
redistribution of Marine Corps resources; such requests should be forwarded by
message to Commandant of the Marine Corps (L) for approval, and coordinated
through COMMARCORSYSCOM (AM) for action.

7.  Action

     a.  Commanders, Marine Forces Atlantic, Pacific, and Reserve

         (1) Per the guidance in reference (b) and the CPF’s in enclosures (1)
through (6), review operational plans and logistics annexes for Class V(W)
requirements.

         (2) Coordinate the withdrawal of war reserve materiel in accordance
with reference (b) and additional service guidance to be issued in support of
the specific crisis or contingency.

     b.  Commanding Generals, Marine Corps Bases and Air Stations

(1) Maintain and report Class V(W) war reserve materiel as directed by
the applicable AWR MARSO.

         (2) Support plans for the withdrawal of Class V(W) war reserve 
materiel
as required by the Force Commanders.

         (3) Coordinate the loading and transportation of materiel as 
required.

8.  Recommendations for Changes.  Submit comments or recommended changes to
this Order to the Commanding General, Marine Corps Combat Development Command 
(C
392).
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9.  Reserve Applicability.  This Order is applicable to the Marine Corps
Reserve.

DISTRIBUTION:    PCN 10210530000
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                             EXPLANATION OF THE SCENARIO-BASED
                              COMBAT PLANNING FACTORS TABLES

1.  Tables of CPF’s are provided in enclosures (2) through (4) to assist Force
Commanders in more closely matching ground ammunition requirements to specific
threats.  Tables of associated ancillary items (propellant charges, fuzes, 
etc.) for artillery projectiles are also provided in these enclosures.  
Enclosures (2) and (3) reflect combat against an infantry-heavy and an armor-
heavy threat and are based on JCS-developed MRC’s.  CPF’s contained in 
enclosure (4) represent a weighted average of the two scenarios modeled, and 
are used to determine the Residual Readiness Requirements, the Strategic 
Readiness Requirement, and the AWR MARSO requirement.

2.  Each set of CPF’s in enclosures (2), (3), and (4) is presented twice.  The
first table in each enclosure displays the CPF’s in weapon system/platform
Weapon Identifier (ID) sequence.  The second table in each enclosure displays
the CPF’s in DODIC sequence.

    a.  To determine total requirements for a particular ammunition item, the
DODIC Sequence Table is more useful.  To determine total ammunition 
requirements for a particular weapon system/platform, the Weapon ID 
Sequence Table should be used.

    b.  CPF1s for ancillary items for artillery projectiles are included in 
the CPF tables.  Multipliers for calculating the numbers of ancillary items 
required for different quantities of projectiles are shown in enclosure (6), 
as are suitable substitutes (if any) for the preferred ancillary items.

3.  Brief descriptions of the scenarios used to derive the CPF’s in the tables
are provided below.

     a.  The Infantry-Heavy Threat Combat Planning Factors (enclosure (2)) are
based on a scenario involving a Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) stopping
the advance of an opposing force within an assigned sector; defending in place
while forces are built up in the area of operations; and then conducting
offensive operations, including an amphibious assault.  The opposing force is 
a regularly organized infantry-heavy combined arms army supported by modern 
air forces.

      b. The Armor-Heavy Threat Combat Planning Factors (enclosure (3)) are
based on a scenario involving a MAGTF stopping the advance of an opposing 
force within an assigned sector; defending in place while forces are built up 
in the area of operations; and then conducting offensive operations, including 
an amphibious assault.  The opposing force is a regularly organized armor-
heavy combined arms army supported by modern air forces.

                                                                ENCLOSURE  (1)
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    c.  The Composite Combat Planning Factors (enclosure (4)) were determined 
by
using weighted averages of the CPF’s in the two scenario-based tables.  This
table is useful for planning in an uncertain environment1 in which the
probability is that the threat will be primarily infantry, but may be
reinforced by unknown forces.

4.  The data in each column of the CPF tables is explained below:

         COLUMN
         HEADING                        EXPLANATION

WEAPON

- WEAPON ID               Identifies the weapon system/platform
                          on which the rates are based. For
                          example, rates for A131 (CTG, 7.62MM
                          LINKED 4&1) are shown separately for the
                          different Light Armored Vehicle
                          variants, rather than for the M240
                          machine gun.  If a weapon platform has
                          multiple machine guns mounted, do not
                          multiply the rate assigned to that
                          platform.  For example, the rate for
                          7.62mm ammunition for the M1A1 Tank
                          already accounts for the presence of two
                          machine guns.

                          The weapon ID will normally be the
                          Table of Authorized Materiel Control
                          Number (TAMCN) but may include any of
                          the following:

                          ENGBN - The rates are shown as the
                          number of rounds per Engineer Battalion
                          in the MAGTF.

                          EODTM - The rates are shown as the
                          number of rounds per 7 Man EOD Team in
                          the MAGTF element.

                          GUNNR - The rates are shown as the
                          number of rounds per STINGER gunner in
                          the MAGTF element.

                          INDIV - The rates are shown as the
                          number of rounds per individual in the
                          MAGTF element.  Note: When the Basis of
                          Issue for daily rates does not match the
                          Basis of Issue for the Basic Allowance/
                          Combat Load and the computation system

ENCLOSURE (1)
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                         being used requires that these bases
                         match, use the following table:

                         DODIC      GCE       NGCE
                         G881       .2406     .0180
                         G900       .0032     .0016
                         G930       .0096     .0032
                         G940       .0096     .0032
                         G945       .0096     .0032
                         G950       .0096     .0032
                         G955       .0096     .0032
                         L306       .0072     .0024
                         L307       .0072     .0024
                         L311       .0072     .0024
                         L312       .0072     .0024
                         L314       .0072     .0024
                         L323       .0072     .0024
                         L324       .0072     .0024
                         L495       .0064     .0449

                         INFBN - The rates are shown as the
                         number of rounds per Infantry Battalion
                         or Reconnaissance Battalion/Company in
                         the MAGTF.

                         MARDV - The rates are shown as the
                         number of rounds per Marine Division.

                         RECON - The rates are shown as the
                         number of rounds per Reconnaissance
                         Battalion or separate Reconnaissance
                         Company in the MAGTF.

                         SPOPS - The rates are shown as the
                         number of rounds per Marine
                         Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations
                         Capable) (MEU(SOC)).

                         SRAW - The rates are shown as the
                         number of rounds per Short Range
                         Antiarmor Weapon in the MAGTF element.

- NOMENCLATURE           Identifies, by standard nomenclature,
                         the weapon system upon which the rates
                         are based.

AMMUNITION

- DODIC                  Identifies, by DODIC, the applicable
                         ammunition item.

- NOMENCLATURE           Identifies, by standard nomenclature,
                         the applicable ammunition item.

                                                                 ENCLOSURE (1)
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GCE RATEES               The Daily Assault Rate, Daily
                         Sustaining Rate, and Basic Allowance
                         (BA) are shown for weapons (or
                         individuals, etc.) in the Ground Combat
                         Element (GCE) of the MAGTF.

- DAILY ASSAULT          The rate is shown as the number of
                         rounds per day per weapon (or
                         individual, etc.) in the GCE during the
                         assault (intense) phase of combat.

- DAILY SUSTAIN          The rate is shown as the number of
                         rounds per day per weapon (or
                         individual, etc.) in the GCE during the
                         sustaining phase of combat.

- BASIC ALLOWANCE        Indicates the BA of the ammunition item
                         recommended to be carried within the
                         means normally available to an FMF unit
                         embarking and debarking for combat
                         operations.  Such means include (but are
                         not limited to) self-propelled vehicles
                         and authorized prime movers. The BA’s
                         shown in the tables are provided only as
                         guides and are not directive in nature.
                         The BA is included in the computation of
                         the unconstrained requirement and is not
                         additive to it.  The BA is also known as
                         Combat Load.  The BA is intended to
                         correspond to the term Combat Load which
                         is used in DOD publications.

OTHER-THAN GCE RATES     The Daily Assault Rate, Daily
                         Sustaining Rate, and Basic Allowance are
                         shown for weapons (or individuals, etc.)
                         in the Command Element (CE), Aviation
                         Combat Element (ACE), and Combat Service
                         Support Element (CSSE) of the MAGTF.

- DAILY ASSAULT          The rate is shown as the number of
                         rounds per day per weapon (or
                         individual, etc.) in the CE, ACE, and
                         CSSE during the assault (intense) phase
                         of combat.

- DAILY SUSTAIN          The rate is shown as the number of
                         rounds per day per weapon (or
                         individual, etc.) in the CE, ACE, and
                         CSSE dduring the sustaining phase o
                         combat.

- BASIC ALLOWANCE        Indicates the BA of the ammunition item
                         recommended to be carried within the
                         means normally available to an FMF unit

ENCLOSURE (1)
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                         embarking and debarking for combat
                         operations.  Such means include (but are
                         not limited to) self-propelled vehicles
                         and authorized prime movers.  The BA’s
                         shown in the tables are provided only as
                         guides and are not directive in nature.
                         The BA is included in the computation of
                         the unconstrained requirement and is not
                         additive to it.  The BA is also known as
                         Combat Load.

5.   The data in each column of the artillery ancillary items table is 
explained below:

         COLUMN
         HEADING                        EXPLANATION

PROJECTILE

- DODIC                  Identifies, by DODIC, the artillery
                         projectile for which the ancillary items
                         are required.

- NOMENCLATURE           Identifies, by standard nomenclature,
                         the artillery projectile for which the
                         ancillary items are required.

ANCILLARY ITEM

- DODIC                  Identifies, by DODIC, an ancillary item
                         that should be associated with the
                         projectile identified.

- NOMENCLATURE           Identifies, by standard nomenclature, an
                         ancillary item that should be associated
                         with the projectile identified.
                         Suitable substitutes for each ancillary
                         item are shown in parentheses in this
                         column.

- MULTIPLIER             Indicates the number of rounds of the
                         ancillary item that should be provided
                         for each round of the projectile
                         identified.  To determine the total
                         required quantity of the ancillary item
                         multiply the projectile quantity by the
                         MULTIPLIER in this column.

6.  The CPF’s for some ammunition items are not scenario-dependent, but are
constant for all types of combat.  They are dependent on the density of their
associated equipment.  The CPFs for these items are shown in Table 1, on the
following page.



















 



                                           



                                         



 





                                          



                                           



                                          



                                         



                                          



 

















                                          







                 





                                        







                 

                 





                                      


















































